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' Mulligan inaugurated as XU President 
CN-• photo by F. Aa.&e) 
by Dennl• C. KID8 
Edlto .. tn-Cbief 
Last Sunday, December a, Rev. Robert 
W. Mulligan, S.J., was inaugurated as Xa-
vier's thirtieth President. Father Mulligan 
had served in the capacity of President 
since SeptemberS when Rev. PaulL. 
O'Connor S.J., announced hie retirement 
after seventeen years i,n office, the longest 
term in Xavier's 141 year history. Father 
O'Connor bas taken on the role of Chan-
celor and will devote-full time to the Xavier 
Advancement Fund Drive. 
Father Mulligan came to Xavier in Feb-
ruary of "71 as Provost. 
The short and relatively simple In-
aUJiuration Ceremony was held in St. Rob-
ert Bellarmine Chapel on the Xavier 
campus. Representatives from the Faculty, 
Students, Alumni, and the Community 
were present to take part in the ceremony. 
Earlier that same day, Father O'Connor 
had been honored by being the 29th 
reciPient of the St. Francia Xavier medal. 
Established in 1954, the St. Francia Xavier 
Medal was a specific honor of Xavier be-
stowed on that man or men which, in the 
opinion of the Committee on Awards and 
Distinctions, beat demonstrates in hie life 
the moral and spiritual qualities. of our 
school's patron. 
This Sunday, December 10, at 3:00, 
WCET-TV, channel 48 will broadcast a vi-
deotape replay of the inauguration. The 
program will be produced and directed by 
Xavier students in the Advance Produc-
tion/Direction class of the Communication 
Arts Department. 
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,, Crime•on .the.rise oil Xavier campus 
by DeDDia v. KiD• 
Editor-in-Chief · 
The crime rate on Xavier's campus is in-
creaailig rapidly according to police reP,Orta 
released to the Xavier News last week. The 
. reports ·indicate that in the seven month 
period from May of '72 to the end of No-
vember, 47 felonys and 65 misdemeanors 
haYe been committed on the XaYier 
campus. 
The breakdown of crimea commited in-
clude: 42 petty larcenies, 26 grand larce-
nies, 16 malicious destruction of jn'operty, 
. 1 house breaking, 3 burglaries, 11 armed 
_robberies, 1 assault, 4 auto larcenies, 2 
auto tampering&, 1 homicide, 3 tree-
passings and 1 larceny by trick. 
November was a partic:ularly bad month 
on the campus and in the surrounding 
neighborhood. On November 11, Thomas 
Jenkins was shot to death in an armed rob-
bery in the Games Room; on November 13 
a Xavier e»ed was aaaaulted outside the 
armory after attending a night claaa in the 
Joseph Building; on November 18, a news-
paper delivery man was stabbed on the 
Senate views Athletics 
i.y Fr.nk J.Uc~ry · · 
. News EditOr 
Budget . allocation figures for lnter-
colleliate and Intramural athletics were re-
leased to the Student Senate at their meet-
ing ·held Wednesday, Nov. 29. In his 
explanation of the figures, Mr. Daniel W. 
Coetello, Student Government President, 
told. the senators that the University Sen-
ate Meeting of Monday, Dec. 4, would in-
clude on the agenda a proposal calling for 
the establishment of an ad hac committee 
on athletics. U the propoeal is passed, the · 
committee will be entrusted with studying 
all phases of the. athletic program at Xa-
vier. Following the study, the proposal 
calla for a comprehensive recommendation 
on athletics ·to be made by the committee 
by April 1, 1973. 
The proposal itself was passed unani-
mously by the executive committee, thus 
needing University Senate Paa&age to be 
put into effect. 
The related athletics budget release. 
listed the entire intramural budget at· 
$21,252, over ·half of ~hicb Costello said . 
represented salaries. 
. The figures released for Intercollegiate 
athletics were broken down into several 
categories. Figures ~ere verified by. Mr. Ro-
derick C. Shearer, Vice-President fot Stu-
dent Affairs. Administrative coat - in-
cluding the total budgets for the Director of 
Athletics and the Sports Information Di-
rector total $46,165. Total Athletic Grants 
'(broken down in previous issues) were · 
listed at $296,125. The Individual Sports 
budgets.- excluding scholarships and 
maintenance coats - were given as fol-
lows: Football, $132,196: Basketball, 
$94,196; Baseball, $5,615; Golf, $1,587; Sail-
mg, $765; Tennis, $2,200; Co-ed Swimming, 
$1, 725; and Wrestling, $2,623. 
The release indicates that $17,375 is allo-
cated to the Athletic Review, a yearly pub-
lication which, according to Coetello, gives 
information of teams and does bring in 
revenue. An additional $250 is allocated to 
~e cheerleaders. 
Blacks seek ·additional 
;· . ' . 
Senate. representati_OD 
Spokesmen for the Afro-American Stu-
dent Association (AASA) recently asked 
that the Student Senate· grant eight senate 
seats to Black meinbers of the Xavier Com-
~ unity. The request was made at the Stu-
dent Senate meeting held Wednesday, Nov. 
. 29, in the Regia Room. At present, the Stu-
'dent Semite is composed of 16 at large rep. 
resentatives. 
Approximately 25-30 representatives of 
the Black community were present at the 
meeting. The issue was formally in-
troduced by Senator Joe Charlton: After a 
period of open discussion, the senators de-
cided to table the issue for one week and 
appoint a committee to draw up a clear 
proposal to be voted on. 
Black representatives observed that the 
124 Black members of the Xavier Commu-
nity lack adequate representation at all 
levels of the University. A supplementary 
"Proposals Sheet" stated that insofar as 
the Student Senate is a "Source of Per-
tinent Infonnation,'' additional representa-
tion would insure that the Black "per· 
spective can be better· heard and 
respected." 
Black students further stated that the in-
clusion of more Blacks on the Student Sen-
ate would be a positive step-toward greater 
Black participation in the Xavier Commu-
. nit~ as a whole. · 
AASA members justified their requests 
for eight appointed seats by stating their 
belief that Black candiates would find it 
difficult to be elected because moat Black 
students. are not w,.ll known on csmous. 
Following debate, the senate voted' to 
table the resolution: and they appointed a 
four man committee to present a clear, spe-
cific proposal at the Student Senate meet-
ing on nee: 6. 
corner of Lenox and Winding Way: and on 
November 22, shots were fired on one of 
Xavier's residence halls from a car on Led-
gewood Avenue. 
The total number of crimes for theaeveii-
month Perlod (112) is only nine. short of the 
total for the-entire twelve month period 
from May '71 to May '72. Although the 
number of misdemeanors is ten less than 
the total for the twelve month period, there 
have been more felonies commited on thie 
campus since last May than were recorded 
for the entire '71-'72 academic year. 
The reports show that certain crimea are 
more prevalent than in the past. While 
there were two armed robberies during the 
'71-'72 year, eleven additional armed rob-
beries have been-rePorted aincelaat May; 
while no auto larcenies .w .. e reported last 
year, four have occured during the past 
seven month&. 
Conversely, some crimea reported during 
'71-'72 have not been reported since. These 
include one asaault with attempt to maim 
·or kill, one asaaUit with attempt to rob and 
. one asaault with attempt to rape. 
Not included in these reports, however, is 
a long history of drug arrests involving the 
Xavi~ campus.., From November 20, 1971 
to November 12~·1972 there have been 29 
-arrests (27 apprehensions and 2 at large) 
for 11 misdemeanors and 27 felonies in· 
volving the sale or 1iae of drugs. Twelve of 
the 29 are Xavier stUdents. 
Among the charges issued in these ar-
rests are (many are arrested on more than 
one charge): possession of hallucinogens, 
1XJSIMI88ion for sale of hallucinogens, pos-
session of amphetamines, sale of narcotics, 
posseasion 9f prescription drup, and culti-
vation of narcotics. 
Except for the temporary hiring of extra 
private guards on the weekends, Xavier, 
accordiq to officiuli,; has no loq railge 
pl8118 for increasing security meuuree on 
the campus. Mr. Irvin F. Beumer, Vice-
President for Business and Finance, has 
been quoted aa saying that the present 
staff is "adequate for an institution. of our 
size." 
Breen· Lodge recipient of 
Danforth Associate stipend 
by Frank Landry 
New" Editor 
Three Danforth Associate faculty wives 
have written the Danforth Associates Proj-
eCts fund in St. Louis and have received a 
$1,000 stipend. This Danforth Foundation 
stipend will be administered to the Breen 
~e Educational Resource and Women's 
Center by the three faculty wives: Mrs. Ne-
lida Fontana, Mrs. Janet Fortin, and Mrs. 
.JeanJ. Gendreau. 
These three co-signers of the letter of 
' request southt the stipend because they be-
, lieve that the Breen Lodge Center's pro-
gram of woman education is of value to all 
segments of the Xavier Community. 
. ·The Women's Center was created in Sep. 
tember of this current academic year, ·and 
it is funded by the University with $100. 
The center is also up for evaluation at the. 
end of the first year. 
The Danforth Foundation project ati· 
. pend will result in a five-fold improvement 
in the Wcpen's Center according to the 
original request. Funds will enable the cen-
ter to develop a library on women's 
thousht and to sponsor a workshop on the 
situation and role of women at Xavier and 
in the society at large. 
In addition, funds will be used for adver-
tising the talks of various unremunerated 
speakers of interest as well as for film 
rental. 
The three Danforth Associate wives also 
believe that the stipend will enable them to 
cooperate with the center by bringing to-
gether in their. homes, small groups of fe-
male students and faculty wives for dis-
cussions on common problema. 
(N-• photo by F. Aa.&el 
Educational Resouree and Women'• Center staff: (top 1 tor) 
Maryrica Lottman, Barb Belbot and Kathy Blank (bott. I to r) 
Mary BUss and Michele Geraci. 
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Computer issue still a mystery 11PEACE. 
Dare we still 
wish it? 
.Dare·we not?'' 
0 . . . · plDIOD purchase" contract, would have 
' been about ten percent leas than 
Note: For too long the computer sit- what is now being paid in lease 
uation at Xauier has been hidden coats to IBM for the Xavier IBM-
in mystery ~nd obscured by. con- 360/30. Apparently, Xavier could 
trouersy. It 1s hoped that th1s ar· have had a computer doing both 
ticle will help to clear the air for administrative· data processing 
further progress in the assessment (ADP) batch computing and aca-
of past decisions and future direc- demic time-sharing since Spring 
tio,.. 1971 for ten percent less than what 
In the Nouember 8th issue of the is being paid no,v for just ADP 
Xavier News, there appeared a computer hardware alone. And at 
front-page story entitled "Com- tlie end of five years, this would 
· puter report denies $700,000 loss." drop down to just the maintenance 
This article referred to two docu- cost, about $31,000 per year, com-
ments: a recent reporfto the Presi- pared to il20~000 for the batch-only 
dent written by Mr. J.F. Niehaus, ffiM-360/30 in the Computer Cen· 
Computer Center Director, and Dr. ter. For reasons unknown, Mr. Beu-
W.J. Larkin, ·Professor of Math· mer strongly rejected this offer. 
ematics and Computer Center Di- In any case, the Xauier News 
rector from 1964·1970; and a memo- learned later from a Honeywell rep-
randum dated August 7, 1972, resentative · among others that 
written by Rev. John N. Felten, even though the Honeyweit 400 
S.J., Dean of the College of Arts Series computers are no longer 
and Sciences. built, they are good, serviceable 
. Among the reactions received machines for which Honeywell 
from this story was the Letter to supports the system software and 
the Editor from Fr. Felten printed maintains the hardware. There are 
elsewhere in this issue of the hundreds of these machines now in 
News. He makes what I consider use around the world. Even Metri· 
to be a sound observation: We data uses some. They are not to· 
ought to prescind from person- tally obsolete, as some people have 
alitiesanddealobjectivelywiththe asserted. Why was our sig-
facts. Having all the facts is a pre- nificantly purchased ($120,000's 
requisite for helping Xavier to worth) 400 Series co~puter dis· 
With these words; James Car-
·roll ends his book ELEMENTS 
. OF HOPE and sums up his / 
hopes for mankind. 
James Carroll is a sensitive, 
·concerned and iilvolved Paulist 
Chaplain at Boston University · 1 
who feels deeply about the lack 
of understanding among men; 
a poet who looks at the ele-
ments of earth, air, fire and 
water ..• and reaches-beyond 
for greater awareness of man's 
role on earth. 
Whether he· writes of Asian 
children trembling in fear from 
· hovering planes, or an astro-
naut's sadness as he l<ioks 
.. down on earth, James Carroll's 
. perception and powerful image-
. ry prod, move and touch- the 
· reader. With highly quotable · 
-phrases presented in sense line 
style, he balances the actions 
of men with the beauty and 
hope that surround us. Whether 
you read this book in the soli-
, tude of your own room, or read 
. from it to others, you will dis-
. . cover the thought-provoking 
_ impact of .the eloquent words 
and full-color photography. 
achieve the potential that it has. carded by Mr. Beumer? Irvin F. Beumer 
ELEMENTS OF HOPE is a 
compassionate appeal for un· 
derstanding, for love, for 
peace. It is a book that- has · 
The News has dug for some more The IBM-360/30, as it is cur- Vice-President- Business and Finance 
/acts about computers at Xavier, rently used by Xavier on a iease 8th was that he in effect !laid.f'r:. goes just for ADP. Since their an-
coveri~g t~e !'ast two years, ~nd from IBM, is, reportedly, totally ob- Felten's figures on the losses to Xa- nual budget is about 251(),000, Xa-
. then tned to fmd recommendatl?ns solete. A reasonably stable non- vier connected with the 430 were vier spends at least $225,000 per 
that co~ld be .made concerm.ng profit institution, such as Xavier, quite wrong. However, a further year on ADP. Assuming Xavier· 
ways of 1mprovmg the present s1tu- may be much better off purchasing check on these figures by the Xa- has about 4;000 students (full-time 
ation. 'a batch computer and using it until vier News has confirmed the cor- equivalents, FTE), we see that Xa-
What are some of the relevant it wears out (10 years?). This is rectness of Fr. Felten's figures, as vier spends annually $56 per stu-
facts? The article of November 8th now a standard practice estab- stated in the Nov. 8 issue, on how dent for non-academic ·computing, 
included an interview with Mr. lished by the G.S .. A•, for U.S. Gov- much Xavier lost in the decision to ADP. 
Niehaus, in which he commented ernment agencies. Leasing a com- discard the Honeywell 400 Series 
on some of the contents of Fr. Fel- puter seems to be more appropriate computer. Did Mr. Beumer know 
ten's memorandum of August 7th. for rapidly changing academic in· thes·figures before he made this de-
In that interview, he stated that it stitutions and for corporations cision? 
(Continued on page 3) 
. urgency, a call to man for ·a .. 
more dynamic awareness of 
himself and God. 
BUY ELEMENTs OF HOPE 
at your local · bookstore, or 
write Paulist Press, Dept.:X'; 
400 Sette Drive, Paramus, N.J.· 
076S2 
t4.95 per copy. 112 P&l'e&. 
Full-color Photos, 
_ Big Blh" x 11" size, Hardcover. 
would have cost'Xavier $12,993 per which want to avoid taxes on .com- How about Xavier's present Com- WfLLIS SIMMONS. .. TV PING: 
month to keeJ.' the Honeywell 430 puterhardwareassets. ·· puter Centeroperation? Mr. -TYPING SERVICE TERM PAPERS 
computer (w}#ch was removed at Furthermore what about the fact Niehaus has stated that our batch 2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155 
Xavier's or4'er ~n September 3, that when the' Honeywell 430 was computing is locked in to IBM. Typing Student Papers, Professional Resumes 
1971). The Xa~1er News learn~d discarded, a capital asset worth This being the case, it would seem Author MS. For details 271-1984 
later that Xavier's share of this $120,000 to Zavier was thrown that Xavier is not in a position to Fsst SBTViCtl 
would have been only Jlbout $3,000, away? If Xavier had returned the take its business elsewhere if a bet- L_c_a_n_B_:y:..A...:.p.:.po_in_t_m_e_n_t_O:_n_I.:.Y.:..· ~·------~---------' 
with the balance.pa!d by several IBM-360/30 to IBM, and kept a ter deal can be gotten involving an-
telephone comparues m our area. stripped down version of the 430 other brand of computer. Ia such a 
It was this arrangement that which could only do batch comput- situation financially sound? 
. was dissolved by Xavier's backing ing (for which the Honeywell 400 The present Computer Center ac-
down in the face of a threatened Series computers were originally tivities are a two-shift operation 
lawsuit ~Y a previouslr urinan,ted _designed), Xavier could have sav~ running the IBM~360/30 batch 
commercial vendor oftime-shanng $67,500 to $123,000 on batch com- computer on the annual average 
co~puter services, Metridata, p_uting costs alone during thepe- for 16 hours (or less) per day, five 
which had the local telephone com- nod of December 31, 1970 to De- days a week. Thus their computer 
pany as one of their customers, and cember 31, 1972. Xavier could have is only used at most for half the 
which Mr. Niehaus cites in the in- completed the purchase of this hours available in the week._J)Q.es_ 
terview as an authority whose batch computer an annual pay. this mean that half of the .120,000 
words might have been a signifi- ments of 119,000 per year Xavier pays to IBM for the IBM: 
cant part of Mr. Beumer's decision by a year from now, at 360/30 is wasted? 
to get rid of the Honeyw-:11430. It:a which time the annual cost of it From figures cited by Mr. 
common sense to recogmze that It would have dropped to only the Niehaus involving the "meter 
would be in the corporate interests maintenance cost, about $25,000? hours" recorded while the IBM· 
of Metridata to try to bluff Xavier Compare this to the annual cost of 360130-is-in use we conclude that 
in as ma!'y .ways as possible ~;or- 120.000 for the ~BM-360-30 batch the present Co0:puter Center oper· 
der ~o ehmma~e the compet_1t10n computer now m the _Computer ation is over go percent adminis· 
XaVIer would giVe them. Irorucally Center. On what finanCial or other trative data processing"ADP" The 
enough, the Xavier Computer Com- grounds were all of Honeywell's in- typical month's meter hours f~r the 
mittee listened last Monday (Dec.4) creasingly attractive offers in--· computer is about 270 to 280 and 
to a sales presentation by Metri- volving the 430 turned down by Mr. Niehaus stated that the ~eter 
data. ~r. Beum:r, and the $120,000 asset hours for academic batch comput-
lt was later learned that the discarded. ing for the whole past academic 
$12,993 per month lease deal men· The impression many people got year comes to 247. At least eleven-
tioned by Mr. Niehaus to the News from Mr. Niehaus' comments pub- twelfths, over 90 percent, of the 
was only one possible arrangement lished in the News on November Computer Center's annual budget 
of several offered to Xavier by Hon- --------------------------. eywell. Another one, made in writ- r 
ing to Xavier, was to strip down 
the 430 into a 20-port batch ·and 
time-sharing computer. Honeywell 
agreed to provide the software con-
version servic4!8 to Xavier at no ex-
tra charge. The annual cost to Xa-




THE MOODY BLUES 
DECEMBER 11 
4 to 5:30 P.M. 
wvxu 
SENIORS: Math/Science, Business, MBA's, 
French, Spanish,- Education, Paramedical, 
Nursing, Liberal Arts are needed in jobs over-
seas in 57 countries or here at home in 48 
states and territories. 
SEE ACTION: 
PEACE CORPS/VISTA representatives in 
University Cloakroom, DECEMBER 5th, 
General Placement Office, DECEMBER 8th, 
and Teacher Placement, DECEMBER 7th. 
Please sign up for interview in · either the 
University C~nter or Alter Hall. 
ANGilO'S 





ON ORDERS OF $6.00 OR MORE 
TELEPHONE 242-6922 
PIZZA PIES 
Plein .................................. . 
Ground Seuuge ...................... . 
Bacon ................................ . 
Pepperoni ............... , , ............ . 
Mulhroom ....... , ... · .•.. , .. .' ......... . 
Anchovle .............................. . 
Onion ................................. . 
Green Pepper .......................... . 
Combination of any 2 •...•....••....... 
Deluxe CombiMtion of eny 4 .........•. 





































Hewellen Pfza ........................ . .90 1.70 '2.11 
BEER AND WINE 
A COMPLETE VARIETY OF 
HOGGIE SANDWICHES . 
... .. .. . " • .• c. ~. ·• , ............. <II> .. - ...... ,_ ...... - ........ ' 
Computer issue still a mystery 
(Continued from page 2) E) The academic computing competitive bids for Xavier's ADP 
. sho.uld be the responsiblility of the.· business. Many businesses that 
How does the $56 Xavier spends Academic V .P., With its budget ad- cannot· afford a large computer. of 
_'P.f!! studen& on AP:P each year com- · mi~iatered by this ~ffice a~d i~a their own do.thi~, and governments 
pare to what other academic in- pohcy matters dec1ded by 1t, 1n usually reqwre 1t. .. 
stitutions spend? The News has ~rdination with academic coun- 4) Th~ who ought to be: asked 
found the following figures in a ells. (At least three of the Deana - to make bids on the ·ADP services 
lengthy study of how computers Felten,· Hailstones, McCoy - h~ve ·should include: commercial service 
are used in U.S. higher education _endo~ D~outh 'J'.ime-~h~ng bureaus (general and specialized), 
(1969-70), a study made by the Na- as thar ch01ce for ;academiC time- non-profit or university computer 
tional Science· Foundation and pub- sharing computation; ·in ~ letter centers with local and remote 
lished in March .1972 with a cover dated J.une 5, 1972 to Xav1er fac- batch calabilities, programming 
letter to President Nixon. (N.B.: ulty ~nd administration; This was companies, hardware-software 
The national average cost per stu- reported in a News editorial of Sep- package companies, mini-computer 
dent for both ADP and academic tember 27,. "What ever happened to manufacturers, leasing companies, 
computing is $65, which leads to Dartmouth Time-Sharing?") etc. If the bids are all too high, 
the cOnclusion that Xavier's com· F) The preilent Computer Center. more ADP services should be de-
puting budget for 4,000 FTE stu- should not have any control over leted and another round of com-
dents might be near $260,000 either budget, but could serve as petitive bids invited. 
which it is.) "purchasing .agent" and "oper· 5) If an on-campus ADP com-
The to.tal national cost of all ations manager" for those needing. puter managed by the Computer 
computing in U.S. higher educa· (and able to pay for) ADP and/or Center appears feasible within the 
tion is $454,000,000 for 6,655,000 academic co~puting. The Center $92,000 budget, competitive bids 
students (mostly full-time). Of this could send bdls for the computer should be invited from: mini-com-
total, 62 percent· goes to academic . ~rvices ordered. by the user~, who puter manufacturers, leasing com-
computing and 34 percent for ADP; ~ould pay .the bllls out of the1r own panies, brokers for various sizes of 
making the national annual aver- budgets. used computers, corporations and 
age for ADP per student be $23. It seems that both ADP and high other institutions with unneeded 
Why does Xavier need to spend quality academic time-sharing can· computers, etc. The present Com-
over twice this amount? not be done on the same on-campus puter Center allocation of $120,000 
. . . Suppose, however, we just con· Xavier ~mputer f~r $2~,000 per for hardware should be cut down to 
·•. . aider academic institutions in Xa- • year. In light of th1s, keep!ng ADP proper size. 
vier's category: private, highest de-·. and. academic CO!Jiputinl adminis- 6) Sine;_. the present Computer 
gree is Master's enrollment tratively·separate seems most rea- Center's budget allocates about 
· between 2,500 and 9,999. The total sonable. Xavier can have 8 sepa- $115,000 just for personnel, it 
national cost of all computing for rate source for each. ~artmouth would be impossible to continue 
these .institutions is $7,000,000 for College has been speciti~ by the this within a budget of $92,000 for 
about 381 000 students. For this Deans and other acade101c people ADP. The personnel no longer able 
category the annual average for all since last Spring a~ th_eir choic.e of to be paid could find jobs elsewhere 
computing per student is $18, of source for acad-;nuc time-sharmg. easily, since the data processing 
which a quite high percentage is What about getting the ADP done field is still rapidly expanding. Xa-
for ADP. Why has Mr. Beumer au- for $92,000 P~ year? The following vier should give all possible. aasis-
. thorized Xavier to spend over three ~ommendations may help answer tance to· them in· relocating. If Xa· 
times this amount? this: vier gets an outside supplier of 
So much for some of the relevant 1) A thorough, objective, hard- ADP services, perhaps this supp-
facts. What the News has dis· nosed study ofpre~ent ADP and lier would hire someone from the 
covered are facts which are per· other batch ~omputing should. ~ present Computer Center staff. 
haps merely the tip of an iceberg of made, to see JUSt how much of It IS These, then, are the facts and 
facts hidden or merely overlooked really absolu~ely necessary, and recommendations the News has 
by the Business-Finance personnel how much of It could be done by considered and can make thus far. 
under· Mr. Beumer. What can be ot~e~ means (~d more c~eaply) or The computing situation at Xavier 
done to improve the present situ· e~IDln~ted entirely. XaVIe~ should has been crying out for fundamen-
ation regarding computer services hire highly respected out8lde c~n- tal improvement and reorganiza· 
at Xavier? The Xa,vier News would sultants to. m~~ the study, to In- tion for years, and especially sm..ce 
· like to make the following recom- sure the_ obJectiVIty and cold-blood· October 1970. The Computer ~n-
mendations: . . e~~ess of the cuts. The cos* of ter's ADP function s~ms to gorge 
A) The $225,000 Xavier now hiring thest; co?sultants would be itself to an excess amounting to 
.J- all ADP h uld b more than JUstified by the money over twice the national average for 
spenwo annu Y on 8 0 e th y uld save for Xavier · · · · · · reduced to no more than. $92,000 ..._ e ·co . · all academic .1ns.t1tut1ons us1ng 
the overall national average for 2) XaVIer should have access to computers, while 1t leaves only a 
4000 Fl'E students at $23 each. (In- academic time-sharing to cut down few crumbs for academic comput-
cludes hardware, personnel, etc.) on the aeademic batch computing ing. Mr. Beumer has authoriz~d 
. done ·on the ADP computer. People this for the past two years. XaVIer 
B) The $25,000 Xavle~ now in all of Xavier's academic divi- cannot much longer afford the eco-
spe~ds annually fo~ acadewc com- sions have said that-if academic· nomic burden and loss of academic 
putmg should be ancreos,ed to at time-sha~ing was available to progress this has entailed. 
l~ast $168,000- .the overall.na- them they.would have little or no Th X . fi'--" ah uld ~--1 
tional average for 4,000 FrE stu, . ' . e &VIer IIIIUIY . o not &-
dents at $42 each. (Includes hard· .. use for .the prea!nt or any batch unduly embarrassed by finally 
el u tc) ·computmg serVIces. Some have seein.,. that its computer operation· ware, personn , suppues, e . 'd th t th n1 w t tim shar .. . · 
• ~&I a ey o ~ an . e- • for ADP 1s unnecessanly costly 
C) The $250,000 ~av1er now mg, because the difficulties and de- and wasteful in terms of both 
spends annually on computing lays involved in using Xavier's money and acadelDic progress Xa· 
should be inc~eas~d by at least ADP computer for academic batch vier is·in good company. In th~ late 
$10,000 - making 1t $260,000, the computing are. a strong deterrent Sixties many fine corporations 
overall national average for 4,000 against ~ven trying to use the Com· · found· themselves with costly and 
Fl'E students at $65 each. puter. qt;·11-~r's IBM-360/30 at all unnecessary computer hardware 
D) The ADP should be the re- for academic purposes. and personnel, thereby wasting 
sponsibility of the V.P~ for Admin- 3) The ADP functions that sur- cash· and costing corporate pro-
istration, and its budget should be vive the consultants' study should gress. They had uncriticaJly ac-
kept separate from that of aca- be clearly specified, so that various cepted the. computer salesmen's 
demic computing. of ADP services can make smooth pitches. When the recent 
· · · economic recession hit, they found 
*AIR COOLED OVERHEAD 
CAM FRONT ENGINE SEE THE NEW 
* FRONT WHEEL DRIVE 
* 4·SPEED SYNCHROMISH 
TRANSMISSION . 
· * POWER DISC BRAKE 
* 6-PLY nRES ON. SEDAN, 
· RADIAL ON COUPES 
* 12 MONTH OR 12,000 
. MILE WARRANTY 
*.OVER 40 MILES ~R .. 
GALLON 
* LOWEST PRICED' CAR 
HONDA·S 
. IN HAMILTON COUNTY 
10% DOWN -·ONLY 
$59.00 PER MONTH 
'INCLUDING FREIGHT,· Come In for a Test Drive Today 
DEALER PREP. AND 
SALES. TAX 
. SUPERIOR_ CHEY 4! 
4124 SPRING GROVE AVE. 541 ~3300 . 
out just how much they had been 
oversold by salesmen, and by some 
of their own employees. They got 
rid of the excess computer power 
and related personnel. Xavier is 
just now on the verge of catching 
up with what the profit-making 
corporations found out several 
years ago. But does Xavier's •o., 
management personnel realize this 
yet? Better somewhat late than 
never . 
One final recommendation: The 
Xauier News holds the conviction 
that truth can help Xavier achieve 
the potential it seems to have, and 
that seeking the whole truth is 
something the whole Xavier family 
ought to welcome and facilitate. It 
is recommended that the President 
initiate a manifestly objective and 
impartial open study of the facts 
relating to the ADP takeover of the 
Computer Center, and t9e facts re-
lating to "The 430 Mystery". 
This candid inquiry would help 
to answer the questions raised 
· A.bove, and could lead to firm bases 
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for c}tanging the present comput- dent's responsibility - a fancy 
ing situation into one more con- way of passing the buck. A higher 
ducive to contemporary academic level of inquiry and decision, by a 
excellence. Why compromise with blue ribbon panel such as the 
those elements of the University Trustees, is needed in this serious a 
which (perhaps unwittingly) op- case. The Xovier.News calls for an 
pose excellence in undergraduate act of decisive leadership on this 
liberal arts education? They should from the President. 
be eliminated from such opposi- Xavier must have the whole 
tion. truth about the computer situation 
It is unimaginable that the Presi- . in order to prvent the perpetuation 
dent will in good conscience tum or repetition of old and unexa-
the investigation of Xavier's com- mined mistakes. In the long run, · 
puter situation over to the twenty this would seem to be the best for 
anonymous votes of the Computer everyone concerned and for Xavier 
Committee, or to some other Uni- - today and in the future. After 
versity committee. This would not all, "those who do not know history 
be a fundamental solution because are doomed to repeat it." 
it would only disperse the Presi- · · -:-Dennta c. Kinl 
"A BRILLIANT FILM-
STUNNING!" . 
-Judith Crist, New York Magazine 
"O'TOOl-E IS FUNNY, 
DISl=URBING, 
DEVASTATING!" 
-Jay Cocks, Time Magazine , 
"'MONSTROUSLY 
ENTERTAINING!" 
JOS!PH E LE~NE PRESENIS 
A JULES BIJCI( PIIOIJIJCIION 
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(EDITORIAL) 
(EDITORIAL) 
decel'l)ber 6, 1972 · 
The IntellectUal as Nice Guy, and xavier for Aye 
. • ·' i; ·· .• - 1 guess Adam had the last _chance to be-
Unfortunately, there are no simply good Specifk.ally, with regard to Xcwser, a Jesuit come a true intellectual with complete sue-
guys and &ad guys at Xavier, or anywhere university in America seems t~app~d be· cess, and blew it (ironically, seelcing knawl· 
else for th• .matter. But, if there ~.er~, the ; tween the elitist notion _of quafifl.rultnfl. ~u-. ·· edge). So,· here we all are at Xavier 
life of an aspiring intellectual would prove ... preme and the democratic d~•am ~f •~tee' · · · mf!)Urning oviir one, lousy munching on a 
eminently eqsier. He could happily condemn to all - milk is easier to homogeniZe. Mcintosh. The old danger of the elitist-
the Waclc hats with absolute self-confidttnce · HumilitY may be learned, ~ it is impos· democratic ·dichotomy used to be the vio· 
(if not actually def,ot them) and then sible explicitly to teach once the: Wonder · lence of fanaticism on either side. Now, 
proudly polish his own boots. We pre· Years hove slipped away. Telling another however, everyone's hat is more or less 
suppose !"at intell~o~ism is indeed o vir· man (who prides himself on the equa~ify of . grey, 10 1_ d!_ .not ~pect having to end~re 
tuous attitude and wdl g1ve anyone who sue· all men) that he needs to be humble 11 on• an auto do fey 1n front of 8ellarm1ne 
ceeds in this endeavor his deserved white of the more arrogant occupations I kno~. Chapel or being hanged by my thumbs as a 
hat. Our movie critics, however, no longer Denial of this need by the other, however, .•s Fascist. The present danger at Xavier seems 
enjoy pleasant sun~ets at the end of. films, equally prideful; the ·truly humble mo~ lis· . rather to be 0 false humility.~a .!a~ of con· 
nor will our pluralistic society allow 11mple, tens to the _wisdom even of hypocr~tes. fidence in her original ideals, and .a fear of 
intolerant answers. So the honest intellectual Somehow, the die-hard elitists e~nd de~o· . consistent efforts to realize them. 
is trapped between trying to remain firmly crats must learn a lesson in humility from. Xavier is unique, which is neither a com· 
dedicated to his ideals, to realizing !hem, one another- I'm rather proud of that pliment, nor an insult; it depends on what 
and, at the some time, trying to seem a nice statement; I apologize. she makes of her uniqueness. The students, 
guy. From his own perspective, the elitist is sure · faculty and community, all have their needs. 
We will ignore leo Durocher's famous wit- and correct that there is a vertical arrange~ Compromise is possible in good faith, but 
ticism and assume that nice-guyism is a ment among men, a hierarchy of quality. n.ever in simply giving up this for that; I 
worthwhile pursuit and an integral part of The intellectual elitist sees the stupidity of have witnessed too many truces at Xa_yier 
the kue intellectual life. His dream should basing such a superstructure on ra,nk by and not enough treaties. Compromise either 
include tolerance and cooperation with op· birth, race, wealth, personal appearance, comes when apparently opposing .con-
position, but always in the back of his mind or the like. Unhappily, native intelligence victions discover through a mutu~l effort 
he hopes his critics will someday say, "Yes, may become the false yardstick of in· that they can~ in fact~ agree, or it cannot be 
you were absolutely right. We apologize. tellectual elitists. ToO many geniuses nap on had. Frequently, Xavier's decisions have 
We will change." But the ethics of utopia do their I.Q. scores, yawning at the com· been too ad hoc, without any hint that there 
not exactly seem to coincide with those of paratively feeble efforts of those bom with truly 'is some underlying motivatio~ to every 
day to day. The lesson is too old to be ig· less grey matter. Still, nothing comes of self· choice. It seems that the effort has been to 
nored that utopias ore hopeless; this only applauding potential. ~he true intellectual please everyone, to make everyone. think 
provides more motive constantly to try. The should be known by his dedication to qual· that Xavier is a nice guy, and, of course, in 
most bitter decisions and disappointments ity, his search for truth, his efforts to live as time no one remains happy. Xavier must 
facing- an intellectual today do not ·arise a productive, good man. now risk becoming· a true intellectual. I. can 
. from the frustrations of simple human error, From his onw perspective, the democrat understand honest, if dumsy, stepping on 
but rather from the sincere conflicts of con, 1· -· h f 'I · · 
rightly recognizes the fundamental equa 1ty some toes better t an a ac1 e tip-toemg to 
tradictory virtues. At first, it may seem ab· of all men. One is intelligent, another crea· answer most expediently immediate diffi-
surd that virtues should actually oppose one tive, another virtuous; one complements the culties. 
another; in some philosophy classes, this other. And if one should have the good for· Abstractions are fun. I have spoken of Xa· 
may be dismissed as a false dilemma. Re· tune to be better all around than most of his . h . d . I 
turning to the real world, however, we find nea"ghbors, the pr•"de .of any self-assert•'on vier as a person Wit a man -a s•ng e 
· mind, that is - leHing the whole stand for too many examples around us. For mstance, h 
1 
, 
· 1 immediately disqualifies his "rig t to rue. each part. This university could use a tolerance is a virtue only of this rea , every· 
· d b Election is no longer a "calling out," but 0 healthy dose of empirical traditionalism that day world - in utopia, tolerance woul e· . 
l'aft'•ng up by the agreement of a mar·ority. k t off" m those or1'g•"nal •"deals by come a non-entity; everyone would naturally· see s o re lr 
And the ere'" better watch his ego up there, h" h X · 1 • • u e s and to mold and immediately agree all the time. Yet, "' w IC OYler c almS unlq en s I 
f I or his foundation may just invert the ar· not betray, them for t.hepresent situation. ev.en here and now, the virtue o to erance 
often seems nothing more than a mere de- rangement and squash him one day. AI- For a while,. I feel, the nice guy must bow to 
nial of one's own convictions. Most men, who though, in the extreme, there exists 0 dan· the intellectual, the democrat to the elitist. If 
have tried a thought now and again, begin ger of crude egalitarianism, the true not; Xavier may survive with only a name to 
l"ntellectual should also be known by his h · h "d 1 th t 't b 't o convinced that their decisions are virtuous, connect er Wit 1 ea s a , 1 em y 1 em, s 
but then must somehow reconcile their own service to and respect for humanity as a no one really noticed, were sold out. I never 
visions to a multitude of opposing views. whole. could figure out what is in a name. 
-B.Q. 
Once More into the Breach 
T. S. Eliot was not the first to point out the more than football and could not deny feel-
danger of doing· the right thing for the ing a certain pride as Xavier's team chased 
wrong reason; nor should he be the last. Wheeling off the court; I really do not know 
Word has it that the pressure is on varsity why I should be proud, since the General 
football; I met Word in the Grill. I was not, Fee comes out of my father's pocket Any· 
however, entirely pleased with the reasons way, I proceeded to argue with Word. 
\ 
Word gave for an apparently growing hos- 1 told Word that varsity sports as they are 
tility to the present scale on which varsity· · presently run at Xavier,·whether the particu· 
sports operate at Xavier. lor .season bring football, basketball, jai-
Word constantly. referred to the money alai, or whatever, seem diametrically op· 
that is being wasted with no returns to the posed to the goals that Xavier should be 
~~mmunity. I admitted that money was in· following. Word asked if I was a frustrated 
deed a significant point to be raised when jock; I answered my psychoanalyst has not· 
one hopes to win a debate on this campus, told me yet. 
but added that it was not the only motiva- Before Word could think of a come-back, 
tion for aHacking varsity athletics. After all, I said, "look, Word, if varsity football were 
even varsity athletics may have its strong making $300,000,000 a year and basket· . 
points. For example, much is mode of the ball got Xavier's name on the front page of 
·unifying effect high-level football com- Sports Illustrated every week, I'd still argue 
petition has on the spirit of a university. I do against varsity scholarships. How's that grab 
not believe that this is particularly true at you?" Word was dumb. 
Xavier, but if it were, and we chose to base 
our unity on this firm foundation, lack of 1 tried to explain that I do not understand 
why universities in general, and Xavier most money should be no obstacle. After all, the 
General Fee has been raised once; it can be especially, should pick up the bill for profes-
sional league farm teams. It seems raised again and again. 
eminently clear to me why we should not, 
Word contin~ed to point out that basket· and it is not simply because it costs too 
-ball shows much more promise as the Sport much. Xavier's intentions should foster learn· 
at Xavier; it is less expensive. I was forced to ing in the fullest sense; sports, in general, 
admit t~at I· personally enjoyed basketball moy'truly be considered part of the learning 
experience, but varsity. sports in America 
have bec;ome liHie more than an anti-in-
tellectual trade. At the Olympics, Russia 
claims all her amateur athletes are soliders; 
the U.S. calls her representatives "students." 
Unfortunately for Xavier, her athletes ore 
indeed students; Xavier stubbornly demands 
that they remain studious. I pity their di· 
lemma. Their schedule demands they play 
like. pros; their grades demand otherwise. 
Xavier must choose, and· her decision must 
be for the right reasons. 
I told W~rd that Xavier should withdraw 
from varsity sports, as they are presently 
presented in America, primarily on princi· 
pies asserting that the "win at all costs" 
mentality is contrary to Jesuit ideals; But if 
we drop varsity sports merely to save 
money, the newly available funds will prob· 
ably only be wasted on something else, be· 
cause we have no clear idea of what rea· 
sons should direct their use. The main enemy 
of the true value that may be argued for in 
interscholastic athletic competition, the· spirit 
it inspires, the entertainment it provides, is 
the undeniable bribery of athletic scholar· 
ships; money makes the difference between 
a school representative and a mercenary; 
Word disagreed, but smiled and said he 
would think about it. . 
-B.Q. 
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A Special Open ~etter to the Xavier .Community 
Editor's Note: This letter to Xavier Studen_ts··a,nd FtJCultylrom Tom·Jenkin'S'JHJrents was written only eight da,ys a,fter the tragic death 
of their son. I think a,ll of us can appreciate, and. hopefully lea,rn from;· the faith and courage which is shown here. -
November 19, 1972 
206. Falcon Drive 
Pasadena, Md. 21122 
., ,,,. ···'·· . 
: · · vier.: However, his experiences and· relationships· with 
' ·those with whom he came in contact had greatly en· 
riched · hiin. His faith during this time reached a· new full· 
. . . . ··· ·ness-and meaning and _in doing so took c:in a new di· 
TO THE STUDENTS AND ·FACULTY OF XAVIER UNIVER~ ·'mension. 
SITY: Tom ·loved life and everyone around him and his . 
We of Tom's immediate family are beginning to "pick 
up the pieces" and preparing to fill the void which his 
death has created. You of Xavier must also "pick up the 
pieces" from the events of this past week, the effects of 
which I am sure were felt to your very_ foundation. If this 
is done in the right perspective the Jenkins Family will 
be much stronger for it, and I am sure Xavier Univenity 
will emerge an even greater and stronger ullivenity 
than it is today. ~th the help of God Almighty we will 
both succeed. 
Mrs. Jenkins and I want to -take this opportunity to death was indeed a tragedy. It points out even more 
. thank-all of'-you for the Masses,·the prayen; the cards, clearly ttie.continuing disregard for human life and dig· 
for'the' students and··priests returning to Maryland for · nity which is so prevalent in our society today. For fur· 
Tom's funeral Mass and for the. many kindnesses ci'nd ther hatred and .violence to come from his death would 
· · courtesies extended to us during· o~r recent visit f~-liow· ·.make it a double. tragedy. To the contrary, we should 
ing Tom's death. Each of these in its own way has done· all do: our utmost to correct the conditions which fostered 
a great deal in helping us to carry the cross of Tom's such a horrible ac_t, and in doing so his death will not 
death, and for these we will be eternally grateful; · have been In vain. 
Too, we want to thank you for accepting Tom a~ you· Tom was a fine 5on and with his death he will be dee· 
Again our heartfelt thanks for all that you have done. 
Our family will look forward to meeting many of you 
again on our future visits to Xavier. 
God love you all. 
did during his few short months at Xavier. These months, ply missed by all of us. Here again I am reminded, as I Sincerely, 
. as. ·we could tell from his letten, . calls and visits, were have been so many times in the past few days, of the 
without a ·doubt, some of the· happiest in his short but words of our lord's Pauion, "Still, let it be as you would . Thomas K. Jenkins 
. full ·life. Tom's faith was str~ng prior to his 'coming tO Xa· have it, not as 1." 
. Support for the Na.tional Lettuce Boycott 
To the editor: 
This September the national lettuce boycott entered 
its third year with its major goal of fair unionization for 
farm worlcers still to. be realized. Only a little over 5% of 
migrant farm workers are protected by union contracts. 
Repeatedly they have made it known that they wish to 
be represented by the United Farm Workers directed by 
Cesar Chavez. Their requests for a voluntary election to 
freely express their choice of unions has- bee!" met with 
evasion by the growers. 
Quoted andMisquoted 
Editor: 
Although willing to recognize some union arrange· 
ments, the corporation growers of the Southwest refuse 
to recognize UFW. Every legal step, ethical or not, has 
been taken to suppress UFW, since the terms of its. con· 
tracts are most explicit in seeking to eliminate the condi· 
tions of exploitative employment. Some of the conditions 
UFW contracts are aimed at minimizing are unfair 
wages, hazardous working environment and poor hous· 
ing. Currently the wage scale for workers ranges from 
$.40-$1.85 an hour, though the minimum wage is $2.00. 
Since there are no effective bans on toxic pesticides 
thousands of farm workers experience daily symptoms 
of pesticide poisoning. The housing facilities of migrant 
workers are often substandard, because housing c_odes 
are not enforced. 
Perhaps the saddest thing in this whole situation is the 
attitude of the Southwestern corporation farmers. They 
are succeeding in suppressing UFW, because of their ac-
ceu to corporate money and superior organization. The 
political machinery in a number of states h~s been ef-
fectively manipulated in the growers' favor. Arizona 
recently passed a low forbidding farm workers to en-
gage in consumer boycotts. A worker can even be ar-
rested for telling friends not to buy lettuce! Strikes· are 
prohibited unless an appeal is first made to an Agricul-
tural Labor Relations Board for a government conducted 
election. This seems to be fair enough, but it is distinctly 
to the arowers' advantage. A slight change in hiring 
practices can disqualify so many worken (according to 
legal election procedures) that a strike election can be 
avoided altogether. This kind of legislation effectively 
destroys the workers' attempts to organize. · 
Corporation farmers must recognize that they can not 
continue to use economic and political power at farm 
workers' expense. If citizens protest against this use of 
power the situation will have to change. Participation in 
the national boycott is only one facet of the efforts 
being made to make our objections known. And it is one 
of the most effective, since negotiations have failed to 
bring about significant changes. 
The farm workers need everyone's help in obtaining 
their right to bargain collectively in a union of their own 
choice. They are asking us to support them by signing 
pledges not to eat or buy lettuce (unless it is identified 
with the UFW black eagle label) until growers agree to 
. negotiate contracts with the United Farm Workers. It is 
important to take a stand on this issue. For more infor-
mation about the background and the progress of the 
workers' efforts, contact Byrd Bliss or Kathy Biank at 
Breen lodge (745-3322). 
Kathy Blank 
It was interesting to me to find myself quoted and 
misquoted in your lead article in the November 8th issue 
of the News. It was interesting on three counts. First of 
all, the document cited was a private communication 
addressed by me to a few top administrators and to the 
Planning Board of the College of Arts and Sciences. I 
think it should be made clear to your readers that this 
w~s a private document and that I did not send it to the 
News. Dan Costello, at that time a member of the 
Board, · assures me that he did not divulge the docu· 
ment, nor did the persons whom I had asked to help me 
with the study. How the News got the document I do not 
know. Your staff is certainly resourceful. 
Secondly, there is at least one other inaccuracy. My 
document does not state that the large loss was entirely 
a loss in cash. 
Dreams and Visions 
Thirdly, the tone of my communication of Aug~st 7th 
might be perceived more accurately if it is read in con· 
text with a subsequent d~cument. In a communication 
dated August 15, which I sent to the ~ame group of 
people (with copies to Messrs. Beumer, Fischer, and 
Niehaus), I simply stated that I was not calling into ques· 
tion ,the loyalty or honesty or dedicated hard wcirk of 
any of the Xavier personnel, that the computer problem 
could best be solved by prescinding from personalities 
and by dealing objectively with. the facts, and that, af· 
ter all, financial problems concerning computers are 
problems in the objective order. I suspect that your re· 
sourceful staff did not find this memorandum, and _it 
does rather put the quotation from my previous memo· 
randum - the one you cited - in a proper context. 
Actually, my chief concern as dean is to promote aca· 
demic excellence in the College of Arts and Sciences 
without causing undue financial strain to the University. I . . ~-
happen also to believe that tn the long run possess1on of 
the whole truth is best, kindest, and fairest to everyone 
and 'for Xavier. 
Sincerely yours, 
J. N. Felten, S.J., Dean, 
Colfege of Arts and Scie~ces 
Editor: 
- I am unsure whether a direct quotation was intended, 
but I did say something to the effeCt of the quote ap· 
pearing in Bill Quinn's editorial on Nov. '8: "Well, Bill, 
you were just a bit too negative in that last one; you're 
going to alienate your allies." I suppose that even if Bill 
and I were the only ones who recognized the allusion to 
me, this is an opportunity to comment which I should not 
pass up. 
Let me, first of all, congratulate Dennis King on an 
edition of the Xavier News which was perhaps a little 
too "positive". 
Then I would like to address myself to Bill Quinn's edi· 
torial, ... The Anode and the Cathode".· I thank Bill for 
sharing his fantasy of what XU would be like if he ·were 
in charge. Such creative use of the imagination can re· 
veal hidden potentials in a person or in a situation or, 
yes, even in an institution. This is the case as long as 
(and I think this is true of Bill's fantasy) the fantasy is in 
contact with reality. 
If Xavier is to move forward, our old men ( adminis· 
trators and faculty) must dream dreams, and the young 
men (students) will see visions. The dreamers and the vi· 
sionaries all must share what they see and challenge 
one another to make their images a par_t of- reality., 
,··. ·. -... _ .... ' ,,., '. •.· .. · .. · ·' 
What I am saying is that we must reveal. our dreams 
and visions to others, receive their reactions, and see if 
we can find a common dream or vision which can be 
put into effect in some way on the basis of the limita-
tions of the situation, e.g., the financial resources of the 
institution and the maturity of the persons involved. 
I would like to thank Bill for raising the Xavier-as-Jes-
uit-University question. It is a question which is extremely 
important to me, and I never cease to be amazed that 
so many students think this idea of a Jesuit University 
could be something more than - challenge me and the 
others to wonder if "Jesuit University" means more than 
- some sixty·five J.esuits living in an erection on the 
edge of campus and many of them serving the univer-
sity cis administrators and faculty. 
Advertisement 
To the members of the Univer-
sity community: 
I'll tell you my dream if you'll 
tell me yours. Together we might 
make them real - create something 
magic - and even in the end just 
possibly save the University. 
Terrence P. Charlton, S.J. 
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TOUGH SCHEDULE_ AHEA[) f'OR XU 
by Rick Sadowski 
News Sports Reporter 
The 1972-73 basketballaeason is 
now under way and it promisee to 
be another exciting one as several 
achools will be making their an-
nual attempts to overthrow the 
Bruins of UCLA; this could be the 
year that the Californians are fi. 
nally dethroned. By the time this 
comes to print the Xavier Muske-
teers will have already played both 
Wheeling and Thomas More, two 
college division squads which 
posted winning records in 1971·72. 
The Muskies again will play a very 
competitive schedule and this year 
three games (Cincinnati, Mar· 
quette, Dayton) will be played in 
Cincinnati Gardens. 
This article will take a peek at 
the top teams which the Muske-
teer.& will be trying to upset during 
the course of the season. 
Perennial powerholi&e Mar· 
quette, led by Coach AI McGuire, 
will again play Xavier twice during 
the season. The Warriors are com-
ing off a 25-4 record and a berth in 9 mark under the leadership of a Roche's recorda while playing at VMI) woul~ be the championship 
the NCAA tournament. Despite the new Coach, Gale Catlett, who takes LaSalle High :in New York City. opponent. Picked~ by ~JN!rtB n. 
loaaea of All-American Jim Chonea over for the departed T~W Baker. 6- The varsity averaged 92 ppg last lUBtrated, the Amallng Ailllea are 
and Bob Lackey, both gone to the 7 Senior Derrek bickey and 6-5 season and should have no trouble led by John Wil~~son - an~ther 
Nets of the ABA, the Warriors ap- Uoyd Batts retum with their 18.1 equalling last season's 20-7 NCAA Street and Smath 8 All·Amenci_Ul; 
pear to be headed back for another scoring averages. UC won last Tournament mark. the 6-3 guard scored at a 27-pomt · clip last year, sixth beat in the na-
shot at the national championship. year's. contest, 76-71. tion. Seven-foot Roland (Tree) 
Eight lettennen return, the beat of The Muakiea meet another pc:iW· · Grant (13.7) and 6-6 Truman Ward 
whom are Brooklynitea Larry· erhouae the University of Houston, St. Joe's of Philadelphia comes also return. Top soph is 6·8 Jim 
McNeill (17.5 ppg) and Geor~e for the flrst time at Hotheinz Pavi· into town later on in the year and Bostic (24.1 17.4). Coach LOu Hen-
"Sugar" Frazier; Marcus Washing- lion this coming Saturday- where will be led by Seni!)r Olympian son shoull equal last year's 20-6 
ton (11.8) and Allie McGuire (9.1) the Cougars have lost only once in Mike Bantom (21.8, 14.8), a Street record which won't hurt his own 
are back again too but the most ex· the past two years. Despite losing and Smith 'a All-American. The 129-39' career coaching record one citing thing aboutthe boys from all-everything Dwight Davison the Hawks, 19-9 with a berth in the bit · 
Milwaukee will be two newcomers first" round of both pro drafts, NIT a year ago, will be bolstered • 
~ the squad: 6-8 Sophomore Mau- Coach Guy Lewis is again loaded by the return of Guard Mike 
rice Lucas (28.5 for frosh) and with talent. Sports Illustrated says Moody; he sat out last season for 
Freshman William Earl Tatum, ~n- the Texans will finish No .. 14 b~t disciplinary reasons. 6-5 Pat· Other top opponents for the Mus-
other New Yorker that McGuue that's probably a conservative esti- McFarland (17.8) also returns. kies Will be Duquesne (20.5) led by 
calls ".a b!ack Jerry Vf est." Mar- mate. 6-10 Dwight Jones (16.5 ppg, While Ban tom was training for 6-9 Lionel (Big Train) Blllingy - · 
quette iS picked No .. 5 by Sports .Jl· 13.3 reb) and 6·8 Steve. Newsome M u n i c h , t h e r e s t o f J a c k another New Yorker. who scored at 
lUBtra~ed. The Wamors won tWlce (13.3) return and Le~is ~as the McKinney's crew were touring Eu- 21.6 and pulled down 14.2 rebounds 
last Wlnter, 89-59 and 63-55. pleasant problem offil!unng out rope and playing basketball per game. He'll be helped by hold-
Cross-town rival Cincinnati fig. where to play 6-10 Maut?ce Presley against national teams, including overs of 17-2 frosh team. Canisius 
urea to field its strongest quintet (22.2, 19) and 6-9 Louis Dunbar Russia. Picked by Sports Illus- (15-11) has a super-soph in 6-5 
since the days of Oscar Robertson. (27.5, 15.3), both of whom starred trated to finish No. 18, SJ beat Xa- (Swell) Mel Montgomery (23, 15). 
Picked No. 12 by Sports Illustrated, for last year's frosh . .Small (5·8) vier last year in the Palestra, 75-63. The Wildcats of Villanova (20-8) 
the entire squad is back. The Bear· Vinnie Caruso, anoth~r soph, broke Sh~uld the Muskies get by South· lost almost everybody but Tom In- . 
cats will improve on last year's 17· all o~ ex-South Carolina star John em Illinois in the first round of the gelsby (18.8). St. Bonaventure (1~ 
. Roadrunner Classic, New Mexico 8) has 6-9. Glenn Price (20, 10) and xu DRIVES OVER WHEELING State(whoshoul~easilyhandle MikeMayurnik. 
by Tim Teahan 
Sports Editor 
Campbell substituted freely in the scored 45 points, o:te less than the _..;.. _____________________ ...,~, 
second stanza, allowing all 17 starting five, which evidences the ··XAVIER N. EWS ~========~ 
Th 1 h b en i. n members of the team, including scoring ability of the bench. "With : e P ayers ave e · f h G H 11 R L k th ki d f t -'1. h '11 troduced. The National Anthem res men ary o e, on . a er e n o s ren8 ... we ave,.we 1 
has been played. The Coca-Cola and Dave Plunkett to see action. be able to suit our team to our oppo- SP' 0 RT s . h nents' team, both offensively and · : · · · · · •. 
man is making his rounds .. The. Game scoring onors went to defensively," remarked Campbell. . . . . . .. . . . , . ·.' . ·.-' , 
first game jitters have passed and Steve Penhorwood, a junior trans· 
Xavier is on its. way at the expense fer from the University of Ken· The Musketeers hit the road for \. ~ 
of Wheeling College: tucky, who scored 16 points. Senior the first time this season on Satur· '-----------------------~ 
The Muskies put it to the Cardin· C~nn~ W~rren wl:'s right behi~d, day, when they travel to Texas to 
als from Wheeling last Friday chippmg m 14 points and pullmg tangle with Houston, nationally---------------------------., 
niaht 91.56, in the season o~ner. down 11 rebounds. ranked by Sports Illustrated. Then, .. Monday, Xavier will be in Law-
Looking a little shaky in the first Robbie Williams, another trans- renee, Kansas for a game with the 
half, Xavier shot out to an 8-4 lead fer student from Okaloosa Junior University of Kansas Jayhawks. 




slightly to allow the Cardinals to minutes. Sophomores Pete Accetta, campaign against the Jayhawks, December 
tiel the game at 10.10 four minutes Jim Rippe, and Gary Diedrick, all dropping a 75-57 decision to Kan· December 
1, 1972 ..... Cedarville College ..... ; ..... Away 
later. up from the freshman· squad, sas. Still not out of the woods, the 
7, 1972 ..... Wilberforce ....... ." ......... Home 
(7:00 P.M.) Fieldho~ 
The Muskies got down to serious scored a combined total to 21 Muskies will be in Milwaukee to do 
business after that, however, and points six, six and nine respec· battle with Marquette on December 
left the floor at the half with a com· tively. 16, which, like Houston, is ranked 
January 10,1973 ....... University of Dayton ....... Away 
January 19, 1973 ....... Franklin College ............ Away 
Knox, Ill. Wes. · 
fortable 37-18lead. Campbell has considerable in the top twenty. January 24,1973 ....... Muakingham ............... Away 
February 14, 1973 ...... Eastem Kentucky ... ·., ...... Away The second half was all Xavier, bench strength this season, some- The next home game for the Mus· 
as the Muskies scored 54 points to thing every college coach wishes Ides will be on December 19; when February 17, 1973 ...... Morehead, U. of Kentucky ... Away 
Wheeling's 38. Head Coach Dick for. The combined second team the Auburn Tigers will be in town. L-------------------------__. 
CAGERS HAVE STRONG BENCH 
by Rick Sadowski 
News Sports Reporter 
It doesn't seem possible but it's 
basketball time-again. Just nine 
short months ago the Xavier Mus· 
keteers scored anexca'liiig 68-67 vic· 
tory over Canisius to put the lid on 
the 71-72 season and enable the 
Blue and White to post their best 
record (12-14) in five years. But· 
that was last winter. 
Cautious optimism is the word 
around the XU campus these days 
and there's good reason for that 
kind of thinking. Head Coach Dick 
Campbell, with an impressive 272-
133 lifetime record in major college 
competition, will have six letter· 
men off last year's squad plus two 
transfers to help Xavier try for its 
first winning season since 1963-64; 
he'll also have added height and 
Marian. 
Big Bob Fullarton, who hails 
from Xavier High School and A(; ,, .. ,,.," ..... :.- · 
School. Both players have good 
aize and their mobility will help the 
club. 
The Musketeers are blessed with 
a strong btmch and Dick Campbell 
will be able to substitute freely 
pleton, Wisconsin, led all Muskie 
scorers last year with 385 points 
(14.8 ppg) and was 2nd in the na-
tion with a field goal percentage of 
.651; his top scoring games came 
against Miami, Kansas, and Day-
ton. He needs to be more aggres· : ::: ' 
sive under the boards to become a 
standout college player though, 
and an improvement in his re· 
bounding aberage (8.0) would help 
. • . wl:len he desires. Dependable Jay 
. . Eck (6·5 Senior) and Ohio State 
' 
1 
, tra~sfer Jerry.Foley (6-9 Junior) 
· · .will see action throughout the en· 
tire winter. Senior Tim Deardorff 
· '(6'), and Juniors Tom Skaleski (6-8) 
greatly as Warren just can't do it 
all alone. Fullarton showed that he 
does have the muscle to accomplish 
this in last year's 77-66 win over 
· Dayton when he garnered a dozen JAy ECK . 
~O~NY WARREN rebounds, but he'll have to c!o it . · 
depth_ both necessities in today' a more often. Guar~ Sc~tty Franklm, from Penn 
brand of college basketball. · .. , . Hall m Pitts~urgh. He scored 53 
-- k .11 b 1 db The other veteran starter 1s 6-2 points (2 4 ppg) in a reserve role The Mus eteers WI e e Y • • • • 
two seniors, 6-10 Center Bob Full· lb~stbsea~otn and ~1~ te give~ h~s 
arton and 6-6 Forward Conny War· 1g rea o ~~ w a e can o in 
ren. The latter is a home-grown 72-73. Franklm s scrap~y ball~la-
player (Courter Tech in Cincinnati) yer whose ballha~dhng skills 
who is the squad's top leaper and should h~lp the Xavt~r offense: He 
rebounder. A two-year starter, he is had ~ high of 13 pomts agamst 
coming off his best year ever while Detro1t last year and averaged 12.3 
at Xavier. Last season Warren as a freshman. 
picked off 283 rebounds, best on the The other two starters, 6-5 For-
team, and was gamed t_h~~_E~.!_ ward Robbie Williams and 6·4 
Valuable Player. He was by far Guard Steve Penhorwood, are both 
and away the best ballplayer on newcomers to the XU campus. Wil-
the road, where his leadership on Iiams played his high school ball 
the court was oadly needed9 His at Louisville Manual and trans-
shooting steadily improved as the ferred from Okaloosa Walton JC 
season wore on as he finished with (Niceville, Fla.) earlier this year. 
a 9.6 scoring average. Conny's per- Penhorwood switched from the 
sonal highs were 24 points against Uni'versity of Kentucky last season 
.a,n,4 Leaping Tilt Willis (6·2) will 
Rlsp help. Three graduates of last 
·*~'s freshlnim squad, 6-5 Pe~ ~c­
cett'a (18.5, 11), 6-4 Gary Dadrick 
(18.2), and 6-3 Jim Rippe (16.4) will 
provide more reserve help. 
- -- · DePaul··arnt'16rebounds-a-gainst STEVE PENHORWOOD and prepped at Lima (Ohio) High JERRY FOLEY 
CHIROPRACTIC 
A. Dy•amlc a•d- · · 
R·ewardl•g. Career 
, ni·l~ Far Man Doctan Of 
Chlropncllc Ia ,__. ... 
For information . on career opportunities within the 
_Chiropractic Profession fill in and mail to: Chiropractic 
Career, Hamilton CQunty Chiropractic Association, P.O. Box 
11206, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45211 
lAME .•.•• !' •• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• 
ADD--Ell: STREET· • •••• •' ••••.•.•••••••..••. · •••.••••••••••• 
.· . 
.'CITY •••.•••••••••••••••••• · ••••••• ZIP : •••••••••• 
COLLEGE ATTENDING.~ •• · •••.•••.• Gr~d. Dltl ••••.••• . . ' . .. . . . . 
·. ··The weekend. And you've got a little time 
to spend. Any way you want. Good times, 
good friends. And Coca-Cola to help 
. make it great. 
ft's the real thing. CQke. 
Bottled under the authoritY of The Coc1-Cola Company bv: "The Coca-Cola Botlling Works Company, Cincinnati". 
~""RCdtir .. ~Co. 
,............ c-t & Main Stl. 
Clndnnall, Ohio 45201 
241-:SSIO 
CINCINNA1I OWNm & OfiiA1ID 
is REE log 
SAVES yo·u 
MONEY on 
OIAMONDS - JEWELRY 
(Cincinnati'f lowest prices on 
quality merchandise) 
RADIO - TV - STEREO 
SPORTING EQUIPMENT 
TROPHIES - AWARDS . 
10,000 GIFT IDEAS 
(almost 500 pages) · 
SHOW ROOM HOORS 
for CHRISTMAS SHOPPING: 
Monday thru Saturday - 8:30 am to 5: f5 pm 
Monday and Thursday Evenings - til 8:30 pm · ----------I STOP IN FOR 
YOU·R-FREE 
I 1973 
If you prfJf•, m1ll ua the coupon with $1.00 1nd I 
we'H dtlllv• to you. 
I CATALOG, 
1 just fill in and bring 
I this coupon. 
Name -------------------------------
Address ..;....-----...---------
CitY-------:- State ____ lip __ 
I 
I 
You can trust Cincinnati Owned & Operated _ 1 
The RICHTER & PHILLIPS co~-
Ternple Bar Bldg.-Court & Main·Cincinnati45201 I 
L - .~ ~ ~ ~ ,~,,~.;~- .~ .. -~ .~ ... ~ .. ~~·t)~: 1111111_1, 
~ '- , • • • . ' • •. '. • I • 
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ON CAMPUS 
MODERN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT 
A group of students from Columbia, South America, will take special. 
English courses at Xavier University during December and January. 
We are looking for families who would like to have a Coliunbian stu·, 
dent as a guest for four or eight weeks. For move information please' 
contact Dr. Martiaa G. Vega, Program Director, in Alter room 104-C 
(Phone: 74&3628). · 
EDUCATiONAL RESOURCE AND WOMEN'S CENTER 
· Bonnie Olson, M.F.A., is offering a studio art course in the coach· 
house loft at Marian Hall, Saturdays from 2·4 p.m. There is an $8 fee · 
for this six-week course, which runs til Dec. 16th and resumes lifter the 
Christmas break. 
• ••• 
Tony Bruneman will ·offer a Free University course, Antiques and 
Collectables, on Tuesdays and· Thursdays for two weeks. Sessions are 
held at 2:30p.m. at Breen Lodge, 3832 Ledgewood Ave . 
• • • • 
The Free University (a group of student-iniated counies, voluntarily 
and voluntarily attended) is being formed for the spring semester. 
Anyone interested in organizing a course or in offering any suggest-
ions or aid, may contact Maryrica Lottman at Breen Lodge, 7~22. 
CHRISTMAS TURKEY SHoOT 
The X.U. Rifle and Pistol Club will sponsor a Christmas Turkey 
Shoot on Friday, December 15 and Saturday, December 16. Hours will 
be from 12:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Friday, and from 8:00 a.m. to 3:33 
p.m. on Saturday. The event is open to all students, Graduate as well 
as Undergraduate, Faculty, Staff''and Employees, and will be held on 
the rifle range located on the top floor of the armory. Admiuion will be 
$1.00 per person per relay. No more than-10 people will be permitted on 
one relay, and no less ~an 8. Your choice of one turkey, ham, or box of 
candy will be awarded per relay. No special skill is required. Try your 
luck and see if you can win your Christmas dinner. 
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Because malt is so important in . 
brewing. we use the finest Western 
harley available in addition 
Midwest six-row variety. The extra 
of this premium barley is worth it, since 
makes, for a milder, more pleasant beer. Here, 
barley is first cleaned, sraded, washed 
and Steeped, then allowed to serminate for a 
minimum of five days under I sentJe Stream 
of humid air in slowly revohing drums. 
Many been would be ready for artificial carbonation, filterins and bottlinsat this point, but not Budweiser. 
Instead, it soes to huse tanka in the laser cellan. Here, beechwood strips are spread acrouthe bottom of each 
ltser tank, beer is pumped in, freshly yeasted wort is added. and the beer is allowed to carbonate it~elf nat· 
urally as it fenaenta and aaet. slowly and ljUietly a second time. 
(nit io ••e nduoin B..Jweioer a. ......... Aaei111 proceu. It takes raciic ti11e 
(aotuaUy 11 ..... 11 '~"' li•11 ••l••r .,, .. proceaa aome ... ,. uoel) ... co111 
more moacy, •••••• itrips ol .......... provi .. ntra mlue for, .. llrc•cn' 
yellllo dio11o- aod ••lp dartfy ••e .... oatoraUy.) 
